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EDITOR’S NOTE: This will be
my last issue with The Yards.
The difficult decision to leave
comes after two years as its
founding editor, helping build a
brand recognizable by the core’s
diverse populace and fostering a stable of
writers who told authentic stories about our
great core neighbourhoods. I’m proud of The
Yards’ brand of hyperlocal journalism, and I’m

eternally thankful that I was trusted, supported
and encouraged by such great volunteers and
community leagues to get it walking. Now it’s
time for the magazine to run, and I believe it will
as it extends into weekly online reporting soon
and grows its popular speaking series. It’s been
an honour serving the residents of my cherished
inner-city. Truly, this has been one of the great
joys of my career. Thank you for reading and
making it possible. —Omar Mouallem

t h ey a r ds ye g.c a
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COMMUNITY LEAGUE UPDATES
Downtown Edmonton Community League

W

102 AVE

103 ST.
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103 AVE
104 ST.
105 ST.
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Drop-In Basketball
Enjoy a pickup game, or just shoot some
hoops, at this regular drop-in basketball
event open to the whole community.
n 7–9 pm, Grace Lutheran Church,
9907 114 St.

104 AVE

OCL

109 ST.

4

Where will 2017 bring us? In the past two
years the League has held larger events (like
Canada Day and Community League Day)
and regular smaller events (like pub crawls
and library afternoons). Next year will bring
more opportunities to meet at events and
programs designed to attract the variety of
our demographic.
Social advocacy will gain a footing for the
League in 2017, with plans to see how we can
assist organizations and agencies in meeting
the needs of our more isolated residents.
The Hall Redevelopment Committee will
continue to make strides with public engagement and a “needs assessment.”
Planning and development will remain in
our lens as we help shape the visual identity
and social integrity of Oliver with recommendations on changes to our community,
both on public and private land.
In a word, we will be busy. The commitment of the many volunteers who give time
and energy to the League is astounding.
Together we can create a model community
that showcases positive urbanism, neighbourliness and cohesion.

Community Potlucks
Celebrate the Holiday Season at the
hall—then again in the spring—with a
community potluck. Bring your favourite
holiday food dish to share with friends and
neighbours. These are licensed events but,
of course, children are welcome.
n 5–8pm, Oliver Community Hall,
10326 118 St.

TUESDAYS (WINTER)

111 ST.

A

s another year draws to a close,
the Oliver Community League is
reflecting on its successes and challenges in 2016. This year, the OCL created the
Hall Redevelopment Committee and Social
Advocacy Committee to further the goals
of our strategic plan. The addition of new
events like the Summer Social, Halloween
in Oliver and quarterly potlucks provided
even more chances for neighbours to meet
neighbours.
This year also saw our second anniversary of The Yards magazine. In 2014, our
League initiated the creation of The Yards
in collaboration with DECL and the Central
Edmonton News Society (CENS). Both
leagues have seats on the CENS board and
help steer the content of the magazine. Add
in the non-resident readers who find it in area
businesses, and we have well over 30,000
readers each issue. That’s 30,000 people who
read about Oliver and the fine work being
done by our League to create a neighbourly,
sustainable, well-developed community.

WINTER
EVENTS

DEC. 3, MAR. 4

decl.org
info@decl.org
@declorg

112 ST.

Oliver Community League

OCL

DECL board of directors: Chris
Buyze (President), Ian O’Donnell (VP),
Milap Petigara (Treasurer), Phil Anhorn,
Erin Duebel, Yvonne Epp, Laurissa
Kalinowsky, Christie Lutsiak, Alena
Manera, Jarrett Mykytiuk, Chris Pilon
and Scott Winder.

116 ST.

and late-night bars, other cities do this
successfully. We’re only beginning to see the
kinds of skirmishes that arise from an urban
core, which is starting to be more bricks and
mortar than gravel parking lots.
There’s a place for great late night venues
and entertainment. We’ve seen how successfully Jasper Ave. has been transformed by
venues like the Needle Vinyl Tavern, and we
expect to raise a glass or two in the anticipated sports pubs and bars of the Ice District.
A decade ago you could open any business
wherever you wanted in Downtown without
opposition, namely because no one lived
close enough to be affected. But times have
changed.
We’re learning how to co-exist as neighbours. The applicant of the proposed
400-seat bar on 104 St. pulled the appeal, not
just because of pressure from local residents
and businesses, but because it wasn’t the
right place for such a venue. But this won’t be
the only learning curve. Being open to change
and growth is why we all live Downtown.
We will have to continue to work together, in
an open dialogue, to make sure the special
community that have been created continues
to thrive. It’s an exciting time to be part of
Edmonton’s burgeoning urban village.

118 ST.

ith all the changes in
Downtown, it’s easy to forget
that the end goal is a sustainable, inclusive and robust community that
people are proud to call home. Sometimes
that’s lost on folks who don’t get why we live
here, and you see it in recent conflicts like
the proposed “megabars” for 104 St. and
109 St. These debates in particular stress
thoughtful development—proposals that not
only respect zoning and statutory plans in
place (in this case the Capital City Downtown
Plan adopted by City Council in 2010), but our
dense, multi-stakeholder neighbourhood. No
other part of the city can boast, for better or
worse, a street like 104th, a place with density
levels comparable to Manhattan, but which
has had to fight to retain its 15-year growth
and investment as a model “urban village.”
The pressures of a master-planned entertainment node, the Ice District—arguably
an important missing part of vibrancy in
Edmonton’s core—means we have to be
thoughtful and sensitive when we decide
how we’re going to encourage more people
to live Downtown, and live there longer. One
block can make a huge different in an urban
setting. When it comes to the co-existing
but disparate needs of residential complexes

FRO N T YA RD S

JASPER AVE

DECL

DEC. 12, JAN. 9, FEB. 13

100 AVE

What’s a Community League?
Community Leagues are unique to
Edmonton. They’re inclusive, grassroots,
community-based organizations found
in each of this city’s 150-plus neighbourhoods. They facilitate healthy, safe,
informed and connected communities
by promoting participation in recreation,
social activities and civic advocacy at the
sidewalk level. They’re volunteer-run and
promote volunteerism because getting
involved is a great way to learn more about
your neighbourhood and city. It’s also a
fantastic opportunity to learn valuable
professional skills, meet your neighbours
and have fun. Join the movement today!

OCL board of directors: Lisa Brown
(President), Craig Lidstone (Vicepresident), Simon Yackulic (Secretary),
Mary McPhail (Treasurer), Anika Gee,
Marjorie Henderson, Justin Keats,
Rowan Kunitz, Luwam Kiflemariam, Tim
Mallandaine, Angelika Matson, Marija
Petrovic, Erin Wright and Hossein Zahiri.
olivercommunity.com
info@olivercommunity.com
780-454-2450

Civics Committee
This fully engaged committee meets on
the second Monday of the month to discuss
developments in Oliver. n 7pm, Oliver
Community Hall, 10326 118 St.

Pews for All People
Churches are working religiously to serve you
regardless of your faith

C

hurches of all denominations have
played a significant role in establishing
Edmonton’s earliest communities. For
example, Alberta College (the antecedent to
MacEwan University) was founded in 1903
by members of MacDougall’s Church board,
while Robertson-Wesley United Church
was instrumental in nursing sufferers of the
Spanish Flu. But what about today? What
larger role do they play?
Community-mindedness has never been
lost amidst its religious mandates. Take, for
instance, the work initiated by a handful of
area pastors and reverends working, well,
religiously, on projects for the neighbourhood at large—not just Sunday congregants.
Curtis Boehm started using Grace
Lutheran Church as a resource for the Oliver
community after joining the church in July
2014. In addition to its already well-established yearly garage sale, the pastor started
organizing an indoor basketball club for
the neighbourhood inside its gym every
Tuesday at 7 p.m. He also led the creation of
the Oliver Bike Club, which meets weekly
from snowmelt to snowfall. “I’m really
interested in building community activities so I can meet my neighbours,” Boehm
explains, “I want to be a pastor of Oliver!”
Similarly, pastor Nick Trussell of Christ
Church successfully applied for a Make
Something Oliver (MSO) grant this past

DEC. 18, JAN. 15, FEB. 19

June to partially fund BBQ on the Block.
This series of four free biweekly barbecues
between July and August were well aligned
with the OCL’s strategic goals, says MSO
director Anika Gee. “The event welcomed
all community members, not just those of
the church; it made the project even more
exciting.” She says Christ Church’s project
let neighbourhood residents meet in person
and hopefully develop lasting relationships.
Building a better community is also the
theme of Robertson-Wesley’s Spirited Art
Studio, which is open to creatives of every
stripe Monday nights from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
According to Karen Bridges, minister of
congregation and community development, the free event invites people to come
together and create something based on a
specific theme or question. “This program
is a great network which connects people’s
passions and helps them find a way to offer
what they have to others,” she says. The
goal isn’t far from the ideals held by the
Abundant Community Initiative, which
Robertson-Wesley sponsored. “We provided
funds through our trust fund, which are
designated for community outreach.”
“The Church is there for the community,”
explains Boehm. “A fellow pastor even
recommended I get involved with the OCL as

Ollie’s Treehouse Inclusive
Playgroup
Your little ones will have fun at the hall
with our toys, books and activities while
you hang with other parents. n 4–6pm,
Oliver Community Hall, 10326 118 St.

DEC. 21, JAN. 18, FEB.15

Events and Programs Committee
If you like event planning, this is the
committee for you n 6:30pm, Oliver
Community Hall, 10326 118 St.

JAN. 20, FEB. 17, MAR. 10

Walking Pub Crawl
Meet with new and old friends at the
hall every month, before walking to predetermined locations to enjoy the Oliver
nightlife. n 8pm, starts at Oliver Community
Hall, 10326 118 St.

soon as I started.” Though Boehm recently
stepped down as OCL’s volunteer director,
he says that the connections he’s made have
helped him understand his audience better.
“Where you live, where you are, where you
go,” he says, “that’s where your work is.” And
that, for these generous souls, means Oliver.
—Jessica Barratt
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Why DECL believes the issue is being blown out of proportion

Y

Green Light for Winter Green Shacks

Y

ou’ve seen them: the green sheds that
mysteriously appear in nearly every
community park across Edmonton each
June—bringing kids crafts, sports and good
cheer—only to disappear in September.
If only these “Green Shacks,” a collaboration between the City of Edmonton and
the Edmonton Federation of Community
Leagues (EFCL), operated year-round. Well,
that could soon be the case.
Thanks to a 2015 pilot project they’ve
extended the free recreational programming of eight shacks, including Oliver’s,
well into the winter months. According to
Cara Rose, a municipal recreation programs
manager, the winter activities come as a part
of Edmonton’s long-term vision to animate
local community playgrounds year-round,
and encourage children to appreciate the
outdoors even in the colder months. That’s
why you may have noticed kids frolicking at
Oliver Park during 2016’s first snowfall.
City officials who coordinate the
Green Shacks Program—which boasts about
275,000 visits a year—worked with leagues
to determine the best places for winter
programming. They considered factors
like the child population of each area, past
attendance and how much access to recreational programming each neighbourhood
had already. “The City works very hard to
ensure we are meeting the needs in a neigh-

6
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bourhood and providing varied and accessible recreational opportunities for families,”
explains Sheila Muxlow, a community
relations coordinator with the City.
In addition to regular programming, such
as free-for-all dodgeball, painting and hideand-seek, Green Shack coordinators had the
chance this year to focus on winter-based
activities like tobogganing, outdoor cooking
and educational games. The fun took place

“Good programming can’t
be restrained by weather.”
during those chilly, darkening afternoons,
but focused on light. For instance, kids had
an opportunity to enjoy stargazing and then
learn about different constellations around
a warm fire. As Oliver Green Shack coordinator Ezra Comeau puts it, “Good programming can’t be restrained by weather.
Children will always find a way to play in any
conditions, and this winter programming
gives children a perfect outlet for activity
during our longest season of the year.”
The City is currently in the second year of
its three-year budget programming, ending
in early 2018. Oliver’s Green Shack can be
found in Oliver Park (118 St. and 103 Ave.)
from June till August, then again through
October and November. For hours and activities, or to find another Green Shack near
you, visit efcl.org/2016-green-shacks.
—Jessica Barratt
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ou’ve heard the grumbling—or you’ve
grumbled it yourself: “Downtown
parking is a major pain!” The prices seem to
have skyrocketed. The stock of stalls feels
like a shadow of its former self. And if things
couldn’t get worse, we now have to memorize
Rogers Place’s schedule if we plan to use
metered parking after 6 p.m. But how much of
our Downtown parking woes are warranted?
What’s hyperbole and what’s myth? And to
what extent does our “suffering” have to do
with being spoiled with abundant and cheap
parking for so long in this city?
The reality is our parking woes are blown
out of proportion. Although the construction
boom of the last few years has gobbled up a
few parking lots, there are still 9,000 parking
stalls within a five-minute walk of the Ice
District—enough drivers to populate half
the seats on game day—plus 9,000 more just
five-minutes further. These stalls can be
hard to come by at office hours, but during
evenings and weekends the mostly sit empty.
That is, until the arena opened. Now we’re
seeing lots function the full day.
When it comes to prices, it’s true that
the evening rate can be as high as $36, or as
low as $9, according to Parking Panda (an
app that lets you reserve your spot ahead).
But keep in mind that it was subsidized by
abundance for a long time. In 2010, according
to Colliers International, Edmonton had the
lowest parking rates of Canada’s six metropolises, with a median price of $14 per day
(compared to Calgary’s $22 and Toronto’s
$23). That’s been on a steady rise—but so has
our Downtown skyline. And if people find
alternative ways to get downtown then the
prices around Rogers Place may soften.
Also: there’s Uber. And Pogo Carshare.
And TappCar. It’s actually a great time to
leave your car behind for these services.
Taking all alternatives into consideration,
the City of Edmonton predicts a Rogers Place
event only needs about 6,000 stalls.
“But why would I trust the City after
they botched the arena by not building a
parkade?” you ask. There’s some truth to this:
underground parking for 2,000 vehicles will
gradually be made available until completion
in 2019, and certainly the City did people
with disabilities no favours without this. If
the City is unprepared, it’s because WAM and
Katz Group built Rogers Place at a staggering
speed to beat the end of the Oilers lease
at Rexall Place. However, the temporary

gravel lot north of the arena is a proximal and
temporary solution. But we should not get
comfortable with it—the biggest impediment
to our revitalizing core would be placating
more surface parking at the expense of more
retail, residences and Downtown vibrancy.
That said, street parking is important for
street retail. Small businesses rely on it for
turnover, which is why DECL is opposed to
allowing five-hour limits during events.
In a lot of ways, our parking woes are symptomatic of Downtown—and Edmonton—
being very much in a “teenage” stage of
development. Mass transit is not fully
developed, bike lanes aren’t installed yet
and ongoing construction hoarding (see p.
16) is frustrating to say the least. But it will
pass, and at the other end of this is a matured
Downtown that we’ll be happier to spend time
in—no matter how we get there.
—Downtown Edmonton Community League
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Due for a dental check-up?

DEC. 16, JAN. 20, FEB. 17

Our monthly children’s game night is where
kids—and parents—can play, explore
and make friends in their neighbourhood.
n 6–8:30pm, DECL Community Space,
10042 103 St.

MONDAYS (EXCEPT DEC. 26 & JAN. 2)
Urban Kids Playgroup
Meet other parents and kids ages 0–5
Downtown. No registration required. Just
drop-in! n 10–11:30am, DECL Community
Space, 10042 103 St.

JAN. 18, FEB. 1, 15, MAR. 1, 15, 29

NEW DECL Book Club
We’re reading Happy City by Charles Montgomery and discussing two chapters each
meeting. Show your DECL membership at
Audrey’s Books and receive a free Audrey’s
Book Club membership. n 7pm, DECL
Community Space, 10042 103 St.

DEC. 15

DECL Christmas Mixer
Celebrate the season with your downtown
neighbours. Bring some baking to share,
but don’t worry about drinks—there’s a
cash bar and light refreshments. n 7pm,
DECL Community Space, 10042 103 St.

Complete dental care services
Friendly staff

Call today

to schedule an appointment.

780–423–1930

General Dentists
Dr. Joseph R. Lizotte, Dr. Hai Nguyen and
Dr. Wesley R. Carlson
201, 10503 Jasper Ave, Edmonton
admin@2th.com • www.2th.com
• Parking Fees reimbursed.
Bring this advertisement with you and
we will enter your name in a draw for a
Phillips Sonicare Toothbrush.
(Retail Value $150.00)
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Aesop Rock
The tongue-twisting alt-rap legend handled
both the production and the rhyme-smithing
on his 2016 album The Impossible Kid.
n 8pm, The Starlite Room, 10030 102 St.

JAN. 17–FEB. 5

HO-HO-HOEDOWNS
DEC. 1–3

Make A Wish Northern Alberta’s
Calendar of Wishes
This larger-than-life advent calendar (full of
“wish stories” supported by local businesses)
will be up all month. But the opening ceremonies—including a Miracle Marketplace,
ice sculptures and family-friendly beverage
garden—only last three days. n Abbey Glen
Park, 10107 Jasper Ave., makeawishna.ca

DEC. 3

SNAP Print Affair: Après Ski
This annual fundraiser is your chance to snag
an impressive piece of art at the opening of
the SNAP members print sale—or to simply
enjoy the seasonal cheer. n 8pm, SNAP Print
Studio, 10123 121 St., snapartists.com

DEC. 11

Fortune Falls
Check out the world premiere of Catalyst
Theatre’s newest musical in the company’s
penchant macabre style. Fortune Falls is
about a town dealing with the closure of their
claim-to-fame and source of prosperity:
the world’s largest candy factory. n Citadel
Theatre, 9828 101A Ave., citadeltheatre.com
Opera 101: Elektra
Elektra has been performed for more than
100 years, and though the Edmonton Opera
performance comes at a price this casual
lecture is free. Music historian Stephen
Bonfield is your guide to the rich history
surrounding Richard Strauss’s one-act opera
as he delves into its music and ancient Greek
themes. n 7pm, CKUA, 9808 Jasper Ave.

FEB. 2

Salute to Vienna New Year’s Concert
Conductor Oliver Ostermann is your guide
through this melange of Viennese music
and dance. The Blue Danube Waltz is a fan
favourite. n 2:30pm, Winspear Centre

ON THE STAGE
DEC. 2

Miserable Christmas
This third annual event, where Christmas
attire is encouraged but Christmas cheer
is not, is also a release party for bluegrass
favourites the Misery Mountain Boys’ Moon
Dog and the Familiar Spirits. n 8pm, The
Needle Vinyl Tavern, 10524 Jasper Ave.

8
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Aesop Rock

Green Drinks with the Local Good
Talk global warming over a cold one at Green
Drinks, where neophytes and experts alike
come together to discuss environmental
issues affecting the city and the world at
large. n 7pm, Yellowhead Brewery,
10229 105 St., thelocalgood.ca

Family Day at Churchill Square

FEB. 20

Family Day at Churchill Square
The holiday has many names across
Canada—Louis Riel Day in Manitoba,
Islanders Day in Prince Edward Island. But
here, in Alberta, it’s all about spending time
with those you hold dear. Enjoy performances, games and activities with your loved
ones in our civic plaza all morning and afternoon. n Churchill Sq., edmonton.ca

GREAT OUTDOORS
SUNDAYS (JAN.–FEB.)

Swing ‘n’ Skate Sundays at City Hall
Dance inside with the Sugar Swing Dance
Club or skate on the plaza to the tune of local
bands—it’s up to you. Come early if you plan
to take advantage of free skate rentals.
n 1–4pm, City Hall, edmontonarts.ca

DEC. 2–4

Winter Patio Kick-off Party
Who’s afraid of a little snow? Certainly not
the proprietors of Little Brick, Sherlock
Holmes or eight other restaurants and pubs
that are extending patio season. Don’t worry,
there will be heaters and blankets.
n exploreedmonton.com

Host
with the Most

Six ways to be a good ambassador and
impress your guests this holiday season

The Edmonton Freezeway: This
Vacancy Hall: Burrow into Mercer
1.
fairy tale skating trail lets you and your
Warehouse’s basement, where a
4.
guests wind through trees and experience
versatile retail and studio space gives

JAN. 15

DEC. 26

KALYNA.HENNIG@GMAIL.COM

Make A Wish Northern Alberta’s
Calendar of Wishes

DELICIOUS ADVENTURES
Opera Brunch
Enjoy a delicious brunch hosted by Edmonton
Opera, with enchanting music, the cast of
Cinderella and a beautiful setting. n 11am,
Royal Glenora Club, 11160 River Valley Rd.

JAN. 3

THE LIST

FEB. 22

Lessons and Carols
Mark your calendar for this family favourite.
Enjoy traditional carols and music surrounded
by candlelight and good company.
n 4pm, Robertson-Wesley United Church,
10209 123 St., rwuc.org)
Christmas Social
Have fun with holiday activities in the
intimate setting of the Edmonton Seniors
Centre. All are welcome. n 4pm, Edmonton
Seniors Centre, 11111 Jasper Ave.,
edmontonseniorscentre.ca

BY K A LY N A H E N N I G

DEC. 12

PHOTO BY IAN SCOTT

AROUND
THECORE

DEC. 8

The Yards Winter Salon Presented
by Colliers International
Forecasters predict a crises for
Edmonton’s office vacancies, so how
can they be salvaged and converted
into housing or amenities that serve
core residents? Join the discussion with
the City’s long-time downtown expert
Duncan Fraser and EEDC’s Jimmy
Shewchuk.
PLUS: Meet the winners of the Best in
the Core Awards (p. 10). n 6pm, CKUA,
9808 Jasper Ave.

nature along Edmonton’s river valley. The
journey begins at Victoria Oval Park, our
official speed-skating track, and turns into a
skating trail lined with multi-coloured lights
and lanterns. n 10am–10pm, 12130 River
Valley Rd.
Victoria Park Cross-Country Ski
Trails: Grab your skis or borrow some
2.
from MEC, then enjoy your choice trail

around the Victoria Golf Course. Whether
you want to try out a leisurely path just for fun
or challenge your friends on a 2.5-kilometre
race, this is the place to start. Refuel at the
course’s Dogwood Café for all-day breakfast
offerings; consider the Portuguese-inspired
breakfast sandwich or, if you need to warm
up, a cup of hot cocoa. n 12130 River Valley Rd.,
tinyurl.com/VictoriaOval

up-and-coming artists, brands and entrepreneurs an eclectic place to promote their
products. Introduce your friends to artisans
at Clo’s General Leather Co., the Skinny and
Edmonton in a Box, and show them a side
to this city that’s rarely recognized.
n 10363 104 St., Mon–Fri 10am–6pm,
Sat 11am–3pm, vacancyhallyeg.ca
Zocalo: The name, in Spanish, means
“public square,” and although you’ll find
5.
it in the heart of Little Italy this greenhouse

is truly a community hub. Seek out fresh cut
flowers, beautiful indoor and outdoor plants
and memorable gifts. After shopping with
guests, catch up in the Zocalo’s café over its
tempting espresso milkshakes, delicious
housemade chocolates and pastries or a
European-style lunch. n 10826 95 St.,
zocalo.ca

Made Local Society: Explore EdmonHolland Plaza: Swing by Provisions,
ton’s creative hub, a character house
3.
filled with hands-on workshops. Inside you’ll 6.the kitchen and baking store created
find jewellery-making, mixed media art jour- by the Duchess Bake Shop. Friends and
naling and social media marketing for beginners. Other attractions include artist studios
and a shop selling locally made treasures,
from decor to skin-care products. Whether
you and your guests want some bonding time,
need last minute Christmas gifts or want to
show off Edmonton’s brilliant minds, Made
Local is a great destination. n 10149 122 St.,
madelocalsociety.com

family will swoon over its international and
hard-to-find cookbooks, ingredients and
bakeware. You’ll find it hard to leave, so pair it
with an interactive cooking class or breakfast
next door at its sister bistro Café Linnea.
This multi-purpose building holds something for everyone, like Barre Body Studio
for the fitness-obsessed cousin or the Local
Omnivore for low-key friends. n 10934 119 St.

THE 2ND ANNUAL

BEST
IN THE

CORE
AWARDS

It’s The Yards second birthday! But, please, save
the streamers and cake—or at least pass them
we celebrate every winter in this annual tribute.
Because we here at the magazine and partnering
community leagues are crazy about our neighthe Edmonton. And that would make this year’s
award winners—chosen by staff, volunteers and

Are you opposed to moderate
levels of bickering?

YES

NO

YES

NO

POKEMON GO
IN RAILTOWN PARK

LANDMARK CINEMAS 9
CITY CENTRE

By Ryan Frost, Kalyna Hennig, Brittany
Nugent, Jyllian Park and Nikki Wiart

RED STAR PUB
It’s where locals come to wind down after
work and run into familiar faces, neighbours
and friendly staff who know them by name.
This dimly lit, mellow pub has a comprehensive beer list, serving everything from
low-brow Pabst to premium IPAs. Carefully
made appetizers lead to long conversations
and table-hopping as the evening progresses.
n 10534 Jasper Ave., redstarpub.ca

OLIVER: MASTER TAILORS
SEWING CENTRE
Luba Korsountseva has tailored and made
custom pieces for over 35 years. She has a
keen eye for fabrics and quality design—and
never shies from giving her professional
opinion, even if you don’t want to hear it—so
your garment looks its finest. And if you have
a special piece that you’re looking to revamp,
Korsountseva is always up for a challenge.
n 10147 119 St., mastertailorsedmonton.com
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Are you capable of putting your
phone away for the evening?

writers—the best of the best.

Best Tailor (TIE)

10

NO

bourhood. We really believe it to be the best in

Best Place to Be a Regular

Chicken For Lunch
Visit “the Amazing Amy” Quon (of the
Lingnan fame) enough times, and she’ll
not only remember your name and have
your order memorized, but she’ll move you
through their winding line-up faster.
n 10060 Jasper Ave., 780-425-9614 —BN

Is this a first date?

YES

on to these people, places and passions that

Best in Business

Runners-up
Credo
You’ll almost certainly bump into somebody
from your business network and have a
power meeting on top of your pre-scheduled
coffee. n 10134 104 St., credocoffee.ca

Best Date Spot

DOWNTOWN: TONY THE TAILOR
Junko Daraseng, the owner of this 16-yearold family business, has had one of the top
Google ratings for tailors for five years. It’s
easy to see why: atop excellent stitching,
altering and hemming, you can just drop
your garments off on the fly and someone will
text you when they’re ready for pick up. The
eco-friendly dry cleaning is a bonus. n 10172
104 St., edmontontailor.com —BN

Best Signature Cocktail
BLACK PEARL’S SNOW CRAB CAESAR
Craving a bit of Clamato with a side of the
sea? Of course you are—you’re Albertan.
This signature cocktail adds a fresh wave to
the province’s favourite drink by swapping
the rabbit food for a snow crab leg. Enjoy
this $14.50 Caesar with some of the freshest
seafood found in the city. n 10132 104 St.,
blackpearlseafood.ca

CAREIT PICNIC
FOR TWO

Runners-up
North 53’s Smoke & Oaked Fashioned
A truly multisensory experience, it’s served
fumed with a slab of torched oak that’s
flipped over as a coaster for this $15 cocktail
with oaked gin, maple syrup and a lightly
stirred orange oil. n 10240 124 St.,
north53.com
Woodwork House Sour
A variation on the classic whiskey sour, this
signature cocktail is made with bourbon,
lapsang tea-infused honey, lemon juice, egg
white and an angostura bitter brûlée.
n 10132 100 St., woodworkyeg.com —BN

Best Place for Something
Truly Unique
SWISH VINTAGE
This tiny boutique brims with everything
a vintage-obsessed shopper could possibly
want. Owner Angela Larson’s eclectic antique
jewellery, statement hats, barely-worn
designer shoes and walls upon walls of jawdropping party dresses pair beautifully with
her curated housewares, including teak
cabinets, vintage club chairs and mid-century modern dishware. n 10180 101 St.,
swish-vintage.com
Runners-up
Dress to Suit Boutique
Dress your best without breaking the bank
at Edmonton’s only all-men’s consignment
store, with an exhaustive selection of lightly
worn formal and business-casual attire.
n 12070 Jasper Ave., dresstosuit.com

Slip on a sweater, grab a
blanket and take off to
Cloverdale Park for some
privacy and a stunning view of
the skyline with an assist from
Careit Urban Deli. For $30,
they’ll pack sandwiches, salads
and dessert in a cute tote bag
for your urban adventure.
(10226 104 St., careit.ca)

With four “pokéstops” and a
“gym” to battle it out, hunting
for these adorable pocket
monsters is a great way to
break the ice and get to know
your new beau or ladyfriend.
Catch your crush’s eye while
you catch ’em all, but if the
date’s a total bust at least
you’ll leave with a healthy
Pokédex. (From Jasper Ave.
to 104 Ave. and 111 St.)

Bloggers Armoire
A veritable treasure-trove for Instagram
stylists, this hip consignment store carries
the latest in trendy apparel and accessories,
as well as brand-name fashions at a fraction
of the usual cost. n 11016 Jasper Ave.,
bloggerarmoire.com —JP

Best Liquor Store
JASPER LIQUOR MERCHANTS
It doesn’t look like much from outside, but
this unassuming liquor store tucked beside
a Husky might have the most bountiful
booze offerings in the core. After a recent
expansion, it has enough craft beer to keep
any brew-head satisfied. And if beer’s not
your thing, the chatty staff will guide you
through their competitively priced wines
and fine spirits from 10 a.m. to 2 a.m.,
seven days a week. n 11607 Jasper Ave.,
780-488-3464

Is Netflix and Chill getting a bit
too chill? The small crowds
and mostly empty theatres let
you stretch your legs and
shamelessly make-out like it’s
junior high again. Bonus: the
arcade’s cheap tokens are an
affordable way to kill time
before the flick. (10200 102
Ave., landmarkcinemas.com/
edmonton-city-centre)

Runners-up
deVine Wines and Spirits
You won’t find more knowledgeable staff
than the employees in these aisles of carefully
curated wines and spirits from the globe.
Ask about deVine’s regular tastings. The only
downside is early closing times.
n 10111 104 St., devinewines.ca
City Cellars
This brightly lit, off-the-path store is massive
and houses one of the core’s largest liquor
selections at a variety of price points. n 10505
123 St., citycellarsedmonton.com —JP

Best Breakfast on the Go
LOCK STOCK COFFEE’S
BISCUIT SANDWICH
Its contents—gourmet cheese, meats and
homemade mayo—may be a rotating special,

LOGICLOCK

Nothing is better at testing and
cementing your bond than a
race against time. Work together
with your sweetheart to escape
from a locked room, and if you’re
still speaking when it’s over, they
might just be the one.
(10336 Jasper Ave., logiclock.ca)
—JP

but it’s all about that homemade biscuit.
Baked from scratch daily, this flaky goodness
melts in your mouth. n 10534 Jasper Ave.,
lockstockcoffee.com
Runners-up
Burrow’s Breakfast Sandwich
Complete with savoury tomato jam, farmfresh eggs, aioli, gruyere and (optional) farm
bacon, this sandwich might actually make
you enjoy getting lost in the pedway.
n Central LRT Station, burrowcafe.ca
Careit’s Coffee & Pastry Combo
Add some sustenance to your morning cup of
joe by adding a housemade “Careit cookie,”
banana bread slice, or Portugese tart—all for
just $3. n 10226 104 St., 780-426-2429,
careit.ca —KH
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Best Store to Shop for
That Friend with a Kid
BABY PLUM
An offshoot of Plum Home + Design on 124
St., this is the brainchild of mother-daughter
duo Pamela Freeman and Jenna Pryor. The
pair have stocked the e-commerce store (and
the physical one) with the top baby brands
from across Canada. Find quality clothes,
toys, books and blankets—all given the
slobbery stamp of approval by baby-sized
judges. n 12407 108 Ave., shopbabyplum.com
Runners-up
Audrey’s Books
The Jasper Ave. institution boasts a children’s book selection worthy of a “please
mom!” moment, or two, from little bookworms. n 10702 Jasper Ave., audreys.ca
The Skinny in Vacancy Hall
Dress matchy-matchy with your kid before
it becomes a fashion faux-pas. Shop for the
super-cute and super-hip infants, toddlers,
tweens and mommies in your life—online
or off-the-rack—inside Mercer Warehouse’s
Vacancy Hall. n 10359 104 St.,
shoptheskinny.ca —NW

Best Place for Little
Home Upgrades
THE PRINTS AND THE PAPER
Sandy Muldrew has created a destination
graphic arts shop that’s wonderfully curated
with gorgeous paper products, high-end
prints, limited edition artwork, artful movie
posters, illustrated books and eclectic
stationary—plus framing services, because
you might find something too precious to
expose to the elements. n 10725 124 St.,
theprintsandthepaper.ca
Runners-up
Alberta Craft Council
The ACC has advocated for the arts in Alberta
since 1980 and there’s always something new
at its gallery, shop or studio. Bring home some
fine art creations made by local artisans to
refine your style, whether its cutting edge and
contemporary or timeless and traditional.
n 10186 106 St., albertacraft.ab.ca
Hideout Local Distro
This garage is teeming with treasures,
including crafty leather products, jewellery
and ceramic décor from Canadian makers, as
well as local records and fashion for a piece of
true Edmontonia. n Vacancy Hall,
10363 104 St., hideoutdistro.com —KH
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Best Place to Tinkle
ALBERTA HOTEL BAR + KITCHEN
Doc and Marty had the DeLorean, but for
these diners the act of relieving themselves
is all it takes to travel back in time. Antique
marble tiles and gleaming fixtures harken
to an age of glamour and opulence. But the
real showstopper is reserved for the men:
Standing proudly at almost five-feet tall
and two-feet wide, the marble urinals
are a sight to behold. n 9802 Jasper Ave.,
albertahotelbarkitchen.com
Runners-up
Cavern
With floor-to-ceiling Carrera marble and
rich, dark wood accents, plus luxurious
soaps and fresh-cut flowers filling them with
soothing scents, these restrooms give even
the chicest boutique hotels a run for their
money. n 10169 104 St., thecavern.ca
Bar Clementine
The soft green walls, brass fixtures, Victorian-inspired details and classic audiobooks
on the overhead speakers (think: Moby Dick)
defy these restrooms’ 2016 craftsmanship.
n 11957 Jasper Ave., barclementine.ca —JP

Best Place to Sweat
DON WHEATON FAMILY YMCA
Take advantage of the after-work deal.
For only $30 a month, the “Y” offers express
memberships, meaning you can use the
health, fitness and aquatic facilities weekdays
from 7:30 p.m. until 10 p.m. And, with a
DECL membership, Sundays and holidays
are free! n 10211 102 Ave.,
northernalberta.ymca.ca
Runners-up
Hive Fit Co.
Perfect for the busy downtowner,
this new workout hotspot offers
45-minute cycling, rowing and yoga
classes in an on-trend environment
you won’t want to leave.
n 10343 Jasper Ave.,
hivefitco.ca
Hotel Macdonald’s Fairmont
Fitness Centre
It’s not just for guests. You
too can be a member and
feel like royalty in this newly
renovated fitness centre
featuring a saline pool,
sauna, steam room, whirlpool,
squash court and private sundeck.
n 10065 100 St.,
fairmont.com/macdonald-edmonton —KH

Best in the
Community
Best Citizen on Four Legs

Best Annual Event

FERGY AT WEE BOOK INN
Hemmingway, Burroughs and Twain all
counted cats amongst their muses, so what
better animal-in-residence for a bookstore
than a regal feline? You’ll find Fergy in the
shop’s window, curled in bookshelf corners
or grooming her luscious, apricot-hued coat
atop a stack of paperbacks. Not averse to play,
she’ll expect you to toss around one of her
plush mice on your next visit.
n 10332 Jasper Ave., weebookinn.com

CARIWEST
The can’t-miss fête was once a part of the
K-Days parade, but has morphed over the
last three decades into a separate three-day
festival, starting with a flamboyant parade
that always seems to appear loudly out of
nowhere. Revel in live reggae, sip some rum,
feast on jerk chicken and ogle the colourful
costumes at this celebration of Caribbean
heritage every August. n cariwest.ca

Runners-up
Smudge at the Hotel MacDonald
The Canine Ambassador of Fairmont’s
stately hotel is a welcome sight for weary
travellers. Home-sick guests can request to
take the Yellow Lab for walks as they explore
the core. n 10065 100 St., fairmont.com/
macdonald-edmonton
Mystique at the “Rainbow House”
The fluffy coat and sly smile of this gentle
tabby is as much a staple to Oliver residents
as the rainbow-bright fence he perches on.
n The Rainbow House, 99 Ave. and 112 St.
—JP

Runners-up
Up + Downtown Festival
New to Festival City, this weekend-long,
multi-genre music festival in the fall appeals
to the rockers, punkers and everyone in
between. With the addition of stand-up
comedy and craft beer tours, it could become
our own tiny SXSW. n updt.ca
…Kickoff to Winter Patio Season Party
(formerly Farewell to Winter Patio Party)
Let it snow—because regardless of the
weather, these bars and restaurants want
to remind you that every season is patio
season during this annual weekend
party. n wintercityedmonton.ca —NW

Best City-Builders
Ones to
Watch
Two young
change-makers
who are just
getting started

PHOTO BY IAN SCOTT

Leslie Bush

Kirsta Franke

In the two years he’s lived in Oliver, Leslie
Bush has had an impressively large fingerprint on the community. He has promoted
sustainable living as treasurer for the Local
Good, cofounded the Edmonton Tool Library
so that no downtowner goes hammerless and
he’s become an integral part of the Secret
Alley Gallery project by imbuing unexpected
places with exciting artworks. He began his
city-building efforts as a 14-year-old with
the Edmonton Bicycle Commuters Society,
where he worked as a volunteer mechanic.
His work has continued to expand throughout
Edmonton. “Once you start volunteering
you always get asked to volunteer,” he jokes.
Somehow he’s made time for municipal and
provincial politics, door-knocking and fundraising for parties big and small, to contribute
to what he thinks is right. “I want to make
Edmonton the best city it can be,” he says.
“The only way to do that is to get involved and
get people to do the same.”

If you spend much time at farmers’ markets
and community events around downtown,
odds are you have witnessed Kirsta Franke’s
hard work firsthand. The Rossdale resident
has played an indispensable role in planning
the All is Bright Festival, Nuit Blanche and
the Winter City Shake-up—major events that
get people interacting in the core at streetlevel. Ditto for the 124 St. Grand Market—the
Thursday night summer event Franke founded
has activated a chunk of Oliver and celebrates local artisans. Her company Wildheart
Collective has operated out of Westmount
for six years. A proponent of the farm-to-fork
movement, Franke spreads the philosophy
of local sustainability to kids through an
educational program called Little Beans,
where she teaches them how to be discerning
consumers and make informed choices about
food in our city. She admits to a time when
she wanted to ditch Edmonton for a city that
already exemplified the qualities and attractions she’s now fostering here. Luckily for us,
she decided to stay and focus on life in the
core. “That’s why I live and work downtown,”
she says. “There is definitely some magic
happening.” —RF
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Best Volunteers
Tech Support

Best Spaces
Best Unconventional
Spots for Stretching

How two IT workers dropped
everything to help pull off the
biggest evacuation in
Canadian history
By Kalyna Hennig |

Jas Panesar

O

n Monday, May 2, technology consultant
Jas Panesar heard, like everyone else
in Canada, that Wood Buffalo was under
mandatory evacuation. The first thought to
run through his head was, “Fort McMurray is
coming to Edmonton.” When the downtown
resident arrived at his 104 St. office, he turned
to Sam Jenkins, who works from the Unit B
Co-Working Space with Panesar, for help with
what was to come. “Well,” replied Jenkins,
“what do we do?”
Determined to be of some value to the
emergency response efforts, they started
sifting through their networks. For three
days, they pestered Northlands—the central
emergency shelter for the tens of thousands
of evacuees—but kept getting the same
response: they weren’t needed. Anywhere.
Astonished and discouraged, the young
professionals felt stuck. That’s when they
saw a problem with the relief effort itself: The
system lacked the organization to effectively
use the resources available to it. Ever the IT
guys, they set out to fix it.
It dawned on Panesar first. Walking home
one evening, he noticed a barbecue on
the typically empty sidewalk outside of the
Edmonton Emergency Relief Services Society
(EERSS) headquarters. An insufficient meal
was being grilled for the relief effort volunteers
inside. Prior to then, Panesar had hardly
acknowledged EERSS, just two blocks north
of his office, and thought it was just a tiny thrift
shop. The door, after all, was always shut.
Now, for the first time, it was open and he
saw that it was filled to the doorway with bags
and boxes of donations. It buzzed with people
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Sam Jenkins

run off their feet. We can feed the volunteers,
realized Panesar, peering inside.
He offered this service to EERSS volunteer
Lloyd Skinner and was taken up on it. But
when Panesar and Jenkins met Skinner, there
was a change of plans. Skinner explained, “We
just got the keys to an airplane hangar at the
International Airport and people are working
there 24/7.” In a matter of two days, the
EERSS had grown from five part-time staff to
1,500 volunteers.

“Armies march on their
stomachs.” —Sam Jenkins
With a $17,000 operating budget funded
by a single grant, plus modest revenue from
its 104 St. thrift shop, the EERSS was built
for small disasters. If a family’s house burns
down, for instance, they can depend on the
EERSS for toothbrushes, clean clothes and
pillows. The 30-year-old charity was a big
help on Black Friday, in 1987, when Canada’s
deadliest tornado caused $330 million in
Edmonton property damage, and again after
the Slave Lake Fire in 2011. But those paled
in comparison to the Fort Mac wildfires, which
displaced 88,000 people. Still, EERSS was
determined not to turn away a single one.
By Saturday, May 7, Panesar and Jenkins
entered a hangar filled with thousands of
boxes, hundreds of people and utter chaos.
Nobody was in charge and it was completely
self-organized. Everyone was a stranger to
everyone. “We have to find food. And lots
of it,” Panesar told his friend and colleague.
They made one call to a pizzeria and 50 free
pies were on their way. Subway soon became
involved too. Another call to the Sikh Temple

YOGA IN THE GALLERY
Awaken your chakras and escape the “busy
trap” every week with yogi Tori Lunden
inside the airy spaces of the Art Gallery of
Alberta. Classes are inspired by the changing
exhibits and are intended to not only stretch
your body, but stimulate your mind as well.
Sessions run for eight weeks; snag a drop-in
pass for only $12. n 2 Churchill Sq., youraga.ca

The Federal Building

in Millwoods—which had an industrial-sized
kitchen—and they were feeding over 1,500
people a dozen donuts at a time. But that
was one day. Skinner asked them to commit
to seven more days of coordinating meals for
volunteers. The partners looked at each other
and with little more than a nod agreed to put
their companies on hold. (They each operate
separate startups; Jenkins is co-founder
of Wellnext Inc. and Panesar the CEO of
NewEngage.)
New EERSS relief sites were popping up
daily: a south-side warehouse filled with
donations within eight hours, as did the Sikh
temple and an old and emptied Target at
Kingsway Mall. At each venue, donations of
clothing, bedding, toiletries and more had to
be received, organized, re-palletized and sent
out. Every individual truck had to be loaded
and unloaded by hand. “People were showing
up and saying, ‘Just put me to work,’” recalls
Panesar. And they all had to be fed. After two
weeks, over 6,000 volunteers were working
for the EERSS at a time, and over 20,000
meals—all donated through the young entrepreneurs’ contacts—had been served.
“It was unbelievable,” says Panesar. “Food
was way beyond the scope of what I had
imagined, and at times we felt like we weren’t
doing enough. But we quickly recognized that
armies march on their stomachs.” Jenkins
adds, “In order to keep people going we
needed to keep them fed.”
As it were, coordinating food was just
the beginning. The charity didn’t have the
funds for an operation of that size. While the
donation reception and distribution tried to run
smoothly, food had to be supplied, delivered,
disposed of due to lack of refrigeration and

Runners-up
Gentle Hatha with Keely
Wind down with yogi Keely Scott every
Tuesday evening from 6 to 7:45 p.m. at the
Oliver Community League Hall. Offering
affordable sessions for OCL members, this
beginner hatha class will help you connect
body and breath in your everyday practice.
n 10326 118 St., olivercommunity.com

theatre, an “Alberta” branded retail store
and “living walls” blanketed with lush
greenery. n 9820 107 St.
Runners-up:
Kelly Ramsay Block
After an arson destroyed it, this historic
building on the sadly underappreciated Rice
Howard Way was demolished and partly
recreated. The facade was rebuilt, originalbrick-by-original-brick, and topped with the
25-storey Enbridge Centre. n 100A St. and
Rice Howard Way
Williams Engineering Building
Many protested the demolition of the 49-year
old Bank of Montreal building, fearing it
would be replaced by something unsightly.
Instead a stunning contemporary multiuse
structure, defined by its angular beauty, was
put in its place—maybe going down in history
itself. n 200, 10065 Jasper Ave. —RF

replenished. Panesar and Jenkins made the
Yoga in Churchill Square
latter possible but calls it a “small contribuBest Architectural
Looking to squeeze in a quick sweat
tion” compared to the bigger story. Before
Renovation
session on your lunch break? Forget those
the first dollar arrived to support its ballooning
J.T. ROSS HOUSE
lame “deskercises” and get stretched en
efforts, the EERSS had already catalogued
While planning Oliver’s newest residential
masse on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons
and served over 57,000 evacuees.
tower, the Hendrix, Edgar Development
from 12:30–1:30 p.m. n Churchill Square,
Imagine 57,000 toothbrushes in a room.
edmontonarts.ca —BN
took the initiative to preserve the J.T. Ross
Now picture 57,000 of everything else you
house and incorporate it into its design.
would need if you were forced to flee your
Reinvigorated as a boutique office space, the
home. That’s how many donations it took,
Best Architectural
century-old house lends character to the
that’s how many items had to be coordinated.
Transformation
otherwise contemporary townhouse and
Working as efficiently as possible, volunTHE FEDERAL BUILDING
apartment complex. n 9733 111 St.
teers listed requests for specific donations,
Despite being over budget and schedule
like diapers and pillows, on a poster board
Runners-up
—and that unfortunate “Skypalace”
with a sharpie, photographed it and posted
The Mountafield Residence
business—the once dormant Federal
the image on Facebook. And to run the
A comprehensive process—including referbuilding’s renovation is a triumph of modern
equivalent of a 24-hour business, with 6,000
encing historic photos for re-creation—and
architecture. Featuring an expansive Visitor
rotating employees and little to no permanent
a pretty penny were required to restore one
Centre, it does more than add office space for
management or scheduling, the IT friends
of Oliver’s earliest permanent residences,
government needs: it creates a connection
used WhatsApp and 10 strategically-shared
a French Second Empire style house, to its
tablets that were donated to them by Microsoft between the government and Albertans,
former glory. n 9850 112 St.
offering educational films in the Pehonan
on request.
“We witnessed the purest form of humanity
Alberta Hotel
during that time,” says Jenkins.
Once considered the best hotel west of
“Edmonton, as the integrated and whole
Winnipeg, architect Gene Dub gave it a
community I know it to be, was completely
second life decades after it was carefully
represented through this,” adds Panesar.
disassembled. Now, the Calgary sandstone
Sadly, despite the Edmonton Emergency
walls, older than the province itself,
Relief Services Society’s valiant efforts, it’s
house a restaurant, venue and CKUA
struggling to survive. Its lease expired on Oct.
radio station. n 9802 Jasper Ave. —RF •
31 and the provincially owned building, now
up for sale, was deemed “at the end of its life”
by the Alberta Infrastructure Minister. Though
the agency can stay put until there’s
a “sold” sticker on the For Lease
sign, the organization that helped
thousands of Fort McMurrians who
J.T. Ross House
lost their homes could have its roles
EDMONTON’S CENTR AL M AGAZINE W IN TER 2016
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City of Hoarders

BY S A M A N T H A P OW E R
@SAMANTHA_POWER

Will construction sites make room for pedestrians?

A

t times, as you walk along those
wooden pathways reminiscent of
old-timey boardwalks, downtown
Edmonton feels like Fort Edmonton.
Construction hoarding—especially those
dead ends with bright orange “Sidewalk
Closed” barriers—permeate the core. The
list of downtown sidewalks that have
become adventures in detouring
is too long to name, but a few stand
out: the 7th Street Annex, whose
glacial construction on 104 Ave. has
frustrated MacEwan students from
junior year to graduation; or the City
of Edmonton’s own new office tower
which hogged the sidewalk for most of
its construction, forcing pedestrians
to criss-cross through the Ice District
or (illegally) walk with traffic. But
with more people living downtown—
and intent on using their feet—the
City is finally ready for change. A
proposed policy in 2015 could force
builders to keep sidewalks open or
relocate them in the streets, whenever
possible. It’s the first attempt to
balance pedestrian needs with traffic
flow and construction work.
Prior to the proposal, and amidst
the downtown construction boom
and residential resurgence, hoarding
became a major issue. The Fox Towers
on 104 St. were the breaking point for
residents. Construction consumed
one of two laneways, but also made it
impossible for people to walk along
what’s supposed to be a key downtown
attraction. “When you see a sidewalk
that you use all the time disappear,
you’re more likely to raise a fuss about it,”
says Ward 6 coun. Scott McKeen. In the
summer of 2014, McKeen, on request of his
constituents, asked administration to investigate a better way.
Up to that point the City had no policy
on how sidewalk hoarding affected pedestrians—only on how it affected traffic. “It’s
a symptom of regulations that don’t fully
consider people,” Max Amerongen from
Paths for People, an advocacy group for
active transportation, explains of the policy
currently on the books. The closed sidewalks
aren’t just an inconvenience but evidence
of a disconnect between the pursuit of
walkability and the reality on the ground.
Instead of squeezing a lane of traffic to open
a pedestrian path, it’s been easier for the city
to shut down the sidewalk.
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“[The policy] was a fairly small decision to
say we have to look at ways to ensure there
are still safe sidewalk areas for people,” says
McKeen.
The investigation into practices also
revealed an internal communications
failure.

Project approvals require numerous
departments in the process. Building
permits in sustainable development evaluate
the developer’s need for space and ensures
the permit works with Alberta Safety Codes
standards, while transportation evaluates
access for pedestrians and vehicles. Yet
the two didn’t communicate effectively,
so as construction plans were approved
by sustainable development, there was
little opportunity for other departments
to include pedestrian and transit access.
Hoarding would obstruct sidewalks and bus
stops. The main result of the 2015 policy
proposal is that it would make departments
aware they had to talk to one another and,
hopefully, do better.
“We recognized that we need to circulate
[information] to a lot of areas—parks and
rec, overhead power lines, transit,” says
Roger Clemens, who oversees building

Tower Power

YA R DS

BY R YA N F R O S T

RYAN@THEYARDSYEG.CA

Two towers bring life to a stagnant rental scene
permits in sustainable development. Previously, his department would overlook how
construction affected a bus stop or alternate
walking routes. Now there is some advance
communication to prevent some of these
oversights.
It’s still hard to detect real change because
many of the construction boom’s
developments were approved before
2015. Soon, however, we’ll see much
more consideration given to the
pedestrian experience, as builders
are now encouraged to consider
pedestrians more. It’s the best the
City can do until policy approval, but
the proposed laws could go further.
In cities such as Toronto, developers
are required to use vertical space,
building space up instead of out, to
hold construction equipment and
worker space. Edmonton’s future
doesn’t encourage this option, nor
does it charge a fee structure that
would penalize contractors using
sidewalk space, a major incentive
to overlook pedestrians. There is
also no way to measure if a balance
between pedestrian needs and
traffic is being met.
Brad Vanderhoek, with traffic
control, says that as the City emphasizes walkability in more planning
processes, the solutions to sidewalk
obstruction could become easier.
Initiatives such as the recently
passed minimum grid for bike lanes
and Vision Zero (a pedestrian safety
initiative) will begin to integrate
pedestrian and cyclist access
everyday, he says.
But for hoarding specifically, design
requirements could set minimum standards
for pedestrian-friendly detours and could
lessen the amount of public space that’s
hoarded. Perhaps most effectively, a fee
structure that charges companies more for
using sidewalk space as much as it does roads
would help to keep companies accountable.
One suggestion made in the early stages of
the development of the 2015 policy was to
discount fees for companies who created
visually appealing hoarding.
McKeen is skeptical that the fee structure
in place is adequate. The problem, he argues,
is largely an issue of cars being prioritized for
so long. “As a community we’ve put cars, in a
hierarchy, [to be] much more important than
the pedestrian. We’re at a stage of maturation that other cities probably went through
far earlier.” •

F

or the past 20 years, renting in
the core meant choosing between
out-dated walk-ups or privately owned
condos with less-than-attentive landlords.
But that’s changing, as more purpose-built
rental apartments come to market, including
two premium towers that could shake up the
rental game.
Both the Mayfair on Jasper by ProCura
and the Hendrix by Edgar Development
include all the features you would expect in a
brand-new home: high-end kitchen appliances, in-suite washer and dryer, pet-friendliness and balconies with stunning views
of the city (and, in the Hendrix’s case, the
river valley). Not long ago, Edmontonians
had to flee to suburban apartments for such

perks. But it’s the lifestyle amenities—from
car-shares to rooftop lounges—that set these
properties apart. Here’s how they stack up.

The Mayfair on Jasper

The Hendrix

10803 Jasper Ave.

9733 111 St.

Mayfair is defined by its podium: a streetWeighing in at 30 storeys, the Hendrix is
level amalgam of restaurants, cafe and gym.
the taller of the two. It incorporates the J.T. Ross
The perks don’t end there; concierge and
house into its visage (see p. 15), repurposing
car-sharing services sweeten the deal.
this heritage building (once a home
The Mayfair has two rooftop lounges, the widefor unwed mothers) into a boutique office
open North Green Roof for mingling and the
space. Architectural firm Dialogue included
secluded South Green Roof for tranquil relief.
several amenity spaces that promote a
Meanwhile, solar panels and cogeneration—a
community vibe, including a movie theatre,
technology that turns waste into electricity—
24-hour fitness centre and rooftop lounge.
make it an environmentally friendly choice.
Units
237
260
Housing options
1 bedroom (600-776 sq. ft.)
1 bedroom (avg. 485 sq. ft.)
2 bedroom (797-989 sq. ft.)
2 bedroom (avg. 700 sq. ft.)
3 bedroom (avg. 1,300 sq. ft.)
Building amenities
Concierge service
On-site movie theatre
Car-share service
24-hour fitness centre
Dual “green roof” areas
30th floor rooftop lounge
Close to
Corona LRT station
Grandin LRT station
Ice District
High Level bridge
104 St.
Monsignor William Irwin Park
Legislature grounds
Royal Glenora Club
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Mortage Solutions
that work for you.

YOU ARE
HERE

Viraj Wanigasekera and Laurel Jamathematician in Oliver
Park on Community League Day (Sept. 17/16)

Financing life can be filled with big decisions. At
ATB we’ll work together to sort out the details and
get you into the home of your dreams. Call today to
find out the right mortgage option for you.

Maysoon and Abdul Esboul in Oliver Park on
Community League Day (Sept. 17/16)

Tommy Kalita

Mortgage Specialist
780-490-9570
tkalita@atb.com
Roberto and Elisse Moreno of Home Tribe at
The Yards’ Great Arena Debate (Sept. 29/16)

Roving performers from Flying Canoe Volant at All is Bright
(Nov. 19/16)
Writers Jyllian Park and Kalyna Hennig at The
Yards’ Great Arena Debate (Sept. 29/16)
Nick Browett
of Enbridge with
Colliers staff
Rick Argue,
Marty Pawlina
and Mike
Hoffert at The
Yards’ Great
Arena Debate
Presented by
Colliers International (Sept.
29/16)

The scene
from DECL’s
Urban Kids
Family Night
(Oct. 21/16)
DECL’s
Urban Kids
group (and their
urban parents)
trick-or-treat
at the Mayor’s
Office
(Oct. 31/16)
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Tessah Clark of Punchcard Systems and Karishma Singh
of the Stollery Foundation at The Yards’ Great Arena Debate
(Sept. 29/16)

TRUHOME
FIND EVERY PROPERTY FOR SALE IN CENTRAL EDMONTON
FROM OUR FAMILY TO YOURS

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
&
HAPPY NEW YEAR

